Chickenization and Kittenization of working women in the media 
How does being referred to as chicks or kittens affect women's health trends?
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Chickenization
How does being called a chick or a kitten affect the health of American women? Being referred to as a 'chick' or reading the chick-lit genre of fiction is a marketing device. Just check out the uniform book covers on chick-lit fiction. You also may wish to check out my audio, kittenization-chickenization on this topic at the Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/kittenization-chickenizationaudio
It's affecting the health and morale of women authors who want to write in other genres. Once a chick-lit writer, you're stuck writing chickenization or kittenization fiction, and maybe that cage isn't what you'd like to write about.
After all, the health trends of male authors aren't chained to one genre. More men are writing chick-lit books. But as males they can shift to writing other genres without their emotional and physical health being affected by a feeling of being trapped in one genre for their career. For chick-lit female writers, how have various marketing devices cornered women into a spiral of chickenization and kittenization?
Once you write chick-lit books or teen romance novels, are you forever kept on a chain? Do you become a caged cougar? So basically it's a health trend when women are housebound to one genre as authors and males can shift from writing chick-lit for women to writing suspense thrillers.
It becomes a health trend when women end up publishing their own, sometimes investing thousands in promoting and publishing fiction and no body shows up to read the books if they've been overlooked by the few remaining mainstream publishers. At that point, the issue is whether women in general are chickenized or kittenized into a narrow cage just by the public hearing repeatedly in the media the word 'chick'?
Have you ever noticed a trend gaining speed in the USA regarding how often in the news, on radio, and TV and in public conversation women often are referred to as poultry, usually with the word 'chick' for female as in the literary classification of novels called "chick lit"? The genre has spread to Europe and Asia. See, Creating Chick Lit for Asian Audiences - The Daily Beast.
How emotionally healthy for women is the genre's name? Is chick-lit for pre-teens, teenagers, and older women a healthy trend? And is the name itself running out of steam now that more male authors are writing chick-lit for a female audience interested in a down-to-earth, feminine view of emotional and psychological-based fiction? Check out, Is the chick-lit train running out of steam? - Books, Entertainment.
Young women are sometimes referred to as brow-plucking chicks. Married women ruffle feathers. They egg men on at work and cluck kids off to school. Mothers watch their broods.
There's a literary classification of Chick Lit Books as well as teenage chick-lit books. Check out the site for teenagers, at the Teen Chick Lit site. Titles for teens in the chick-lit category include reveiws of books such as: Review: L.A. Candy, Review: Faking 19, and Review: Fast Girls, Hot Boys Series, or the chick-lit novels with 14-year old characters such as, Review: Bras & Broomsticks. The term chick-lit might sound better if it were spelled "chic lit" as in 'chic' defined as fashionable.
Chick-lit is genre fiction which addresses issues of modern womanhood, often humorously and lightheartedly. The genre became popular in the late 1990s.
The novels do have excellent reviews. The health-trend issue is what effects do chick-lit novels just by the title of the novel genre, chick-lit have on young girls or women who enjoy so-called chick-lit?
Sure, I've written several paperback novels in this category such as Problem-Solving & Cat Tales for the Holidays, and Dogs with Careers: Ten Happy-Ending Stories of Purpose and Passion, or Adventures in my beloved medieval Alania and Beyond (with a teenage female main character), or the humorous and zany suspense novel for women, Murder in the Women's Studies Department, but how healthy a trend is to keep calling a genre of novels for women and female teenagers with the title 'chick' as in chicken? Why isn't the genre referred to as women's literature or something less intimidating to women than chickenization of females at any age?
You don't see men's adventure or sports books being referred to as cock-lit to refer to the name of rooster or other male bird, including poultry? There's no cock-fight literature, of course. How about wolf-lit for male adventure novels? See how it doesn't work when the shoe is on the other foot? So chick-lit has the same ambiance to women who feel diminished by being referred to as a hen in progress.
There's the polite, "man-cave" what about "woman-den" literature? Why the hen reference? Could it be about the art of the pecking order, the clucking connotation alluding to women's ability to converse? What happens to chicks in society?
Fifty years ago it was not chicks, but dames and dishes as in "there is nothing like a dame," lyrics (soundtracks) from the musical, South Pacific. See, Lyrics, There Is Nothin Like A Dame. The lyrics include, "There is nothing you can name that is anything like a dame." What the final words of the song conclude is that a dame in the song is defined as "A girly female womanly feminine dame." 
The word 'dame' meant feminine. Why so many years later feminine now is chickenized into 'chick'? There's a clear trend here that may be affecting women's emotional and physical health by being referred to repeatedly in that category as in the descent of woman from dame to hen.
At least words such as dames and dishes were short for madams and ma'ams. You'd year young women say they're not old enough to be respected by the term ma'am in public.
Why are women referred to so many times in so many cultures as chicks or hens? And how healthy is it emotionally to be referred everywhere you turn if you're female as a chick if young and a hen if older?
Child-rearing ends with the empty-nest syndrome. Husbands at home are henpecked by their wives. Runaway wives have flown the coop, while stay-at-home husbands feel more 'fowl' than 'foul' while cooped up.
The object of W.C. Fields' affection was "My little Chickadee." Married women feather their nests. She squawks her alimony is birdseed, but her ex calls her a vulture. "Wait 'till that poulet digs her talons in your wallet," grooms are warned. "She'll watch you like a hawk."
She scratches for a raise like a hen dancing on a turntable, going in circles to get visibility and recognition. Long experience makes her the sharp-beaked mother hen who trains younger males for her dream job.
In Arabic, a beautiful woman is a 'fistoo,' a piece of chicken thigh. Women are elder biddies, old crows, or Ladybirds. "She's no spring chicken," say men about mature women.
A sorority is called the "hen house." A woman alone is a sitting duck. Either her goose is cooked, or she gets goosed in a crowded elevator. An Amazon parrots the old toy's network.
When her husband uses anger to get power, she walks on egg shells. To be feminine is to be chicken. Is it any coincidence that so many women's wages are chickenfeed?
Kittenization
Have you ever noticed how often women investors and financiers are referred to as cats? A workplace flirt is a lynx. Technically-educated dates are expected to arch their wallets. Working women purr for power or claw their way to the top by their high hopes. Mentoring women are called catty only when the person being mentored is passed over for a promotion.
An older woman dating a younger man is called a cougar (mountain lion predator) not a sugar mama. But an older man dating a younger women is called a sugar daddy, not a wolf.
Cats passed over in a career run to the momma cat track so they can say their family is more important than work to the public. To themselves, they really wish they could have a business card with something to say on it that could make them self-sufficient financially from being dependent on their spouse, relatives, and children who use anger to get power. On their death bed, cats don't say, "I wish I spent more time with family."
They say, "I wish I could have had a different and better career that would have given me enough money to live out without having to take abuse from those who pay my bills, control and patrol me, or leave in the end."
Kittens grow up and spit in your face, they say--sometimes, but success in a career follows you at ninety-nine if you own your own company that fills a deep need in society.Those raised by the system in childhood grow up depending on the system in adulthood. The big question is, which system?
Perfume companies used to create oily rubbing scents from whale sperm (ambergris) to mark clothing. The number of cat boutiques women open is successfully on the rise with plenty of customers who love cats for their independence and uniqueness. A contest between two women is called a cat-fight.
Why is sexually-transmitted disease called cat-scratch-fever? Why are houses where women sell their bodies for cash called cat houses? Cats frequently groom themselves and are fussy where they go to litter. Why are cats so often referred to in language as if they were human women? Why is stillness cat-a-tonic, and movement upward labeled dogged determination?
Why would dogged determination kill the cat in you? Do men like dogs because dogs can be dominated? Do women like cats because cats are free spirits? Dogs give loyalty to the leader of the wolf-pack, but a cat's eagerness to roam and play can't easily be broken without driving the cat sick? We train dogs and nurture cats. Kittens are cherished.
Cats are masters--captains of their own ship. Dogs are loyal to masters and servants of those in need of help with moving. Cats are cute, evoking feelings of tenderness. Dogs are the eyes of their masters or the hands. Cats are an extension of their mistresses' accessories and affection. Love is given to a cat without expecting it back. Love is given to a dog in expectation that the dog must work and pull its own weight.
James Bond's sidekick was P...y Galore. To be a p....y is to be in the feminine gender, linguistically. We all know what p...y is, but why does the connotation refer back to women or women's parts and link cats to women?
An executive woman is either a mouser or a tiger. A single woman is an alley cat in slang. If she doesn't belong to one man, she belongs to all, it is assumed at social gatherings. A married woman who gossips is a calico. Calicos are said to be slinky. To slink is to move forward by twisting shape or sound. Slinky calicos let the cat out of the bag.
To let the cat out of the bag is to tell secrets and betray confidence. Why are cats linked to betrayal, deceit, and gossip, whereas the dog is man's best friend? What does gossip do for the personality other than make one feel important for a minute and obtain the center stage?
Cats seek attention, yet are more social than previously thought. Cats are not loners. They are independent and strong-willed. Young girls often are stereotyped as kittens in search of powerful, congeries of cougars, who later may become curmudgeons.
Lionesses decorate their dens with expensive gadgets or art when they no longer consider themselves attractive enough to want to groom as much as an art form by itself. If you're free-spirited in a career that requires more logic than nurturance, you're a wildcat.
An ambitious woman grows into a bobcat, but a tricky woman becomes a jaguar. Child-rearing ends with the empty litter box syndrome. Wives outlive their husbands by nine lives. Divorced women are expected to land on their paws after a leap of faith onto the ledge of leadership where they must have the balance of a cat on a fence. They can straddle a thin gate in the dark to make ends meet. Husbands at home are hissed more than they're purred.
Women are named Cheetah (Chita), Kitten, Kitty, Cougar, Lynx, and Tabby, Manx, or Puma. Runaway wives have flown the den of unequal pay for equal work, while tomcats always are on the prowl to mark their territory. Cats on Wall Street want time off to raise a basket of stocks to their highest dividends--or litter of kittens to their lowest prices. Cats buy the Dogs of the Dow and reap close to twenty percent profit in good years.
Cats of the Dow are the belle-weather, but volatile tech stocks traded quickly to make a thousand in two days, like when Microsoft went from 118 to more than 130 the last five days of the year 1997. A Cat could have taken twelve thou--from a Retirement Money Market fund and ran up 100 shares in that week to a thousand dollar profit for seasonal presents, then put the money back right after New Years' Day--without even having a paid job outside the home.
The objects of affection are kittenish. One woman's catnip is another's creativity. In Egypt, one cat-headed goddess ruled pestilence and war, while Bes, a lion-headed god, ruled the toilet. In Switzerland, a beautiful woman is a 'chat'--a cat. To chat is to talk small. Independent women choose between being stray cats or kittens on satin pillows. "She's catty," say some men about competing women.
Who is more independent than a cat? Yet, cats in groups socialize. If you whistle, a dog runs to you, but you build your scene around a cat's cravings. An ugly woman may be called a 'dog', but to be called a 'cat' means she manipulates to gain power. Dogs use anger to get power. Cats manipulate. Therefore, anything feminine is dubbed cat-like. Vanity is a quality pinned on cats because they groom a lot.
Cats maneuver to get power, and then mark their scent on the object of familiarity. Dogs are loyal as a wolf to the leader of the pack. Cats are loyal to the source of serenity.
Dogs use noise and agitation to mark territory. Cats slow down and use their musk and wit. Curiosity didn't kill the cat; it skilled the cat and made each feline aware and conditioned.
A woman walks on cat's paws in high heels. Cats walk on eggshells to avoid stress. The workplace is a carpeted cat's playpen, and cats have playpen eyes. To be feminine is to be coy as the play title says-- "a cat on a hot tin roof." There's nowhere else to leap to except the invisible glass ceiling, from which the cat bounces.
The stock market's big blue chips behave like cats. They bounce back when bitten by a bear. So do working women, in the bear market of single parenting without relatives to pitch-in. It's not so much the nine lives that cats have, but the nine directions a woman's life takes, like a cat's. The nine stages are carriage, cuteness, curiosity, capriciousness, caution, curtailment, coincidence, competition, and confidence.
Women, like cats, must also see in the dark to make their way through mazes by intuition when the war between common sense and logic is won. Is it any coincidence that so many women's wages litter the economy or line the box when an individual may be thinking, not only outside of the box, but wondering how to plan a better, smarter, easier way to solve issues without the box?


